
TARGET SPECIES >
Nephrops

FISHING METHOD > 
Prawn Hopper Net

AREA > 
North West Scotland

VESSEL > 
MV Olivia UL1000

In partnership with:

AIM OF TRIAL > 
To test  the effectiveness of  a Skate and Ray excluder device in the Nephrop fi shery

Supported by:

Trial of Skate and Ray 
Excluder NW Scotland 



With skippers reporting catches of skates ands rays this trial was designed to investigate the use of an 
excluder devise to reduce unwanted catch.

TRIAL OBJECTIVE > 

RESULTS > 
Phase 1 of this project involved fi tting the excluder into the trawl and test at sea by the vessel. During this 
time the skipper and crew would make adjustments to the gear to a stage where they felt it is working to 
its optimum. One of the priorities during this phase was to ensure that there was very little loss of target 
species from the trawl.

The skipper of the MV Olivia reported that Phase 1 had been successful and that the device had worked 
well and was reducing the number of non target species whilst continuing to catch Nephrops. 

GEAR MODIFICATION >
The device was similar to the fl ip up design used by many 
boats but was taken the full length of the trawl. (Most fl ip 
up ropes just cover the bosom area of the trawl).  As the 
fl ip up was to be fi tted right along the footrope of the 
trawl itrequired a trawl built with a purpose built footrope 
to allow easy fi tting and further modifi cation of the skate 
excluder during the trials.

The rope spacing of the fl ip was quite large,  around 
300mm squares.  If this allowed too many skate to pass into 
the trawl there was an option to fasten a strip of netting 
onto the excluder to make the spaces smaller to prevent  
the passage of skate into the trawl. 

Yellow skate fence fi tted around the mouth of a trawl to 
defl ect the skate downwards and under the footrope. It is 
constructed similar to a fl ip up rope but extended the full 
length of the trawl footrope and made with smaller squares 
and of lighter construction to minimize drag.

Yellow line shows the position of the skate fence 
around the mouth of the trawl. Designed to deflect 

skate downwards and beneath the footrope.


